
‘Rer█ns’

The usual disclaimer applies, with a few mod█fiers that I’ll make plain
throughout.

‘These guys’, and I’m not sure what to accurately t█rm them from here on out,
the non-overt equivalent of ‘an illegi mate pari█h state’ maybe?  Except they’re
currently manifestly in the majority as the result of their various campaigns
predicated on a counter-Divine Will basis.  I suppose I’ll keep t█rming them ‘the
apostate system’ for the sake of basic readability.  At any rate, it’s ‘business as
manifestly usual’ for them s ll.

As a convenient, publicly-available overt metaphor I’m going to use the manifest
situa on in Gaza here to illustrate the formula.  People need to be able to
recognize the rou ne, if they’re going to stay alert and quit buying into it.  First
up, the apostate system’s basis is manifestly off-kilter with regard to Divine Will
and at least implies, from an inherently non-credible posi on, that it’s desperately
trying to sort it all out.  Yet it manifestly takes unnecessarily long and while it’s
doing so, manufactures one or more blatantly unnecessary overt atroci es.
They’re convenient to various short- or mid-term agenda items it already had,
sure, but that’s just ‘business as usual’.  So it keeps figura vely ‘d█gging itself in
d██per’.

Then it proc██ds to have a rather slow and protr█cted figura ve ‘tug of w█r’
‘p█ppet sh█w’ in which various figura ve ‘s█ck p█ppets’ overtly give their
support to the atrocity, or publicly profess to object to the thing.  The supposed
cont█n on is just manufactured of course; they’re all s ll ‘du fully’ suppor ng
the same thing which brought on the addi onal needless atroci es, but their
supposed cont█n on and the idea that efforts are ‘in-process’ to get it sorted out
keep the Establishment from looking overtly completely l██py and thus provide a
sort of alibi to keep the masses complacent throughout it all.  ‘Confidence in the
system; it’ll get it all sorted out eventually’ while people are s ll overtly being
mass m█rdered by it.  Manufacturing complacency tends to be a fairly easy
ma er when most people have become too ignorant and miseducated to even
know their viable and legi mate op ons to address it themselves.  They’re
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know their viable and legi mate op ons to address it themselves.  They’re

ac vely looking for an excuse not to do so, for a reason for complacency, because
they’ve already Chosen to perpetuate their own manifestly ignorant, civicly-
apathe c, ‘lazy’ mode of living.  If only they knew that it wasn’t just
unconscionable but also vastly more effort than just ge ng it all sorted in the first
place!  A counter-Divine Will posi on always t█kes w█y more than it ever gives;
that’s its nature because it represents un-Crea on, it ul mately has no nature.

So as part of this we have the overt atrocity invested in over literal me, while
various shills appear to ‘protest’ and others blatantly present formulaic untruths
as unconvincing alibis.  Of course, the first group don’t actually ‘protest’, not truly.
‘Pro-’ meaning ‘for’ or ‘to support’, ‘-testare’, meaning ‘the truth’.  Were they
suppor ng the truth they’d pull out of the apostate system causing the atroci es.
They’d adopt a legi mate, trustworthy Divine Will- and True Nature-aligned basis
and publicly denounce and expose the other.  We don’t manifestly see that
happening; they con nue to support it.  So the atrocity manifestly con nues.

Then eventually, some theore cal court somewhere unassociated (So█th Afr█ca,
here) purports to ‘adjudicate’ the situa on.  The full process would take literally
years of course, and in the interim it doesn’t go so f█r as to actually halt the
atrocity.  But it does, at least if that’s overlooked, make a halfw█y dec█nt finding
to the effect of, ‘Alright, you’ve got to immediately cease and desist inten onally
doing this, deliberately doing that, and so on.’  To which the offending s█ckp█ppet
publicly responds, ‘Ah!  No worries, because we’re not doing that stuff
deliberately and inten onally by our public interpreta on of those concepts and
never have, so there’s nothing we have to ch█nge here!’  Subtext: ‘We can just
keep doing this; we’ve s ll got a credible alibi and what are people gonna do
anyw█y?’  The s█ckp█ppet bogus court admins then publicly clarify to the effect
that, ‘We didn’t mean it by their categoriza on of intent, but ours.  And here’s
what we mean: they’ve illustrated inten onality here and here and con nuously
over there.’  Subtext: ‘Your alibis aren’t going to fly with us.’  But then, the judicial
stuff’s got no figura ve ‘t██th’ in it, no enforceability.  ‘But don’t worry, it’ll make
the moral c█se for it plain and then someone else, other countries, the public at
large, will ul mately do something about it all.’  Except of course that this was
already inevitable, making the bogus court stuff merely a public pacifica on while
the apostate system manifestly con nues perpetra ng the atrocity systema cally.
That makes it directly counter-produc ve to a Divine Will- and True Nature-
aligned agenda.
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From start to finish, a manifest farce.  And how is all this enabled?  By the non-
overt collusion and overt public civic apathy and taxpayer funding of the People,
who manifestly remain blithely complacent henchmen.  They don’t overtly ‘pull
out’ and get their governments under control.  They don’t non-overtly Choose to
eschew a counter-Divine Will, counter-True Nature basis and ‘get legit’.  They
con nue instead to invest in the Choice for un-Crea on and par cipate in the
whole thing.  In short, their manifest Choice is s ll not to do what’s right.  And the
apostate system certainly couldn’t do it without them.

It’s a baseless metaphysical imposs█bility of course, yet here we manifestly s ll
are without rh█me nor reason.  And it becomes self-evident who’s manifestly s ll
inves ng in bringing it about.  Because the general public are s ll overtly inves ng
in it, and the non-overtly aware personnel are s ll refusing to uphold Divine Will
and True Nature.  No valid reason nor basis for it of course, but that hardly
legi ma zes their manifest posi on.  It just means they’re liable for it and have
li le to no alibi nor excuse for it.

And that’s essen ally the overt ‘n█ws’ and the non-overt direc ve chann█ls
anymore, isn’t it?  ‘Look over here!  Look over there!  Something counter-Divine
Will and awful happened over here!  Another counter-Divine Will atrocity just
happened over there!  But wait, here’s a definitely irrelevant non-issu█ you’ll
want to get caught up in!  It won’t ma er, it certainly won’t sort out the situa on,
but isn’t it just sensa onal?’  ‘Deja vu.’   To paraphr█se something I recently had
cause to m█n on on social media, hypocrisy’s just literal and figura ve ins█nity
with a lot of ra onaliza ons added on.  That concept’s going to be con nuously
relevant to this situa on, professionally and personally, while there’s s ll
manifestly hypocrisy throughout it.

Supposed “[Cha█s] mode”, for example.  ‘We’re in this ‘mode’, in which nothing
we do represents anything sincere or meaningful!  Not Divine Will, not our True
Nature, nothing!’  Right, a counter-Divine Will, counter-True Nature basis with a
few sh█ny add-on ra onaliza ons for effect.  Every moment’s a Choice, Divine
Will doesn’t stop, the Law doesn’t stop just like physics doesn’t stop.  A Choice
therefore is either Lawful or Lawless.

Or the overt public’s manifest posi on.  They should be overtly ge ng this sorted
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Or the overt public’s manifest posi on.  They should be overtly ge ng this sorted

out, at least the sociopoli cal parts of it they can acknowledge.  Sure, there’s
manifestly a bunch of subversion to which they’re not privy, but there’s plenty of
atroci es they do know about which they are not only not stopping, they’re
ac vely subsidizing and perpetua ng.  Henchmen and accomplices, effec vely.
‘We’re not enjoying it, we’re just perpetua ng and enabling it!’  Same thing there.

The same formula applies to the non-overtly aware, non-overtly organizing
personnel who overtly ‘virtue signal’ about this or that ‘major issu█’, not because
they’re trying to sort out the problems in our society but merely to gain supposed
‘merit’ and b█ck for a promo on.  Defrauding people about whether one’s trying
to sincerely Choose a Divine Will- and True Nature-affirming basis has presumably
got to come out to something roughly equivalent to ‘stol█n val█r’, where people
impers█nate s█ldiers etc..  The results are pre y counter-Divine Will too: if
nothing else, they’re grabbing up all the public a en on from people like Myself
who actually are Choosing legi mately and striving to put things right, because
the shills have manifestly decided to live as frauds and the apostate system
manifestly not only allows it but ac vely rewards and encourages it.  Now there’s
an interes ng tra█l of manifest liability.

These shills o en promote ‘direct ac on’.  It’s never anything that genuinely
solves the cause of the problem, and o en it’s stuff that manifestly exacerbates it
or causes new, strategically-designed problems.  And it usually incites the public
to debase themselves and their responses even more, thinking that in doing so
they’ll ‘sort things out’.  It never does, of course.  But I openly, clearly, publicly
counsel for ‘direct ac on’ which is actually legi mate, fair and so on, and neither
the common peasants nor the non-overtly aware personnel can manifestly make
the effort.  The la er are s ll manifestly Choosing a counter-Divine Will basis
instead, with all manner of implied ra onaliza ons for it none of which are
sufficient.

Per alignment with Divine Will and True Nature of course, there’s a certain place
for grace, mentorship, literal pa ence etc. to make sure they’re afforded the
opportunity to Choose something fair, right, legi mate and so on.  But a fair
amount of leew█y to improve, and assistance to do so, is quite a dis nct thing
from ‘acceptance’.  Personally and professionally, it’s ‘against type’ for Me to
adopt a sort of dictatorial ‘if you’re not wit’ Me, you’re again’ Me!’ a tude,
precisely because My posi on represents Divine Will and True Nature and it’s
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precisely because My posi on represents Divine Will and True Nature and it’s

[absurd] to Choose against that; people have every reason to want to Choose for
it, if only they can be shown the whys and hows of it.  But once they know that,
Choosing Divine Will definitely and is by defini on one of those absolutely bin█ry
things.  There’s the Choice for a legi mate basis, for [life] and Crea on, and then
there’s the [absurd] concept of Choosing something else instead, something
which doesn’t genuinely exist, and which represents un-Crea on.

It’s looking from here like not only the non-overtly aware personnel but the vast
majority of the overt-aware only peasants are, by their own Choices and
priori za on, manifestly [bleep!]ed.  And manifestly [bleep!]ing up in no small
regard.

So we’ve manifestly got an overt civiliza on (or had one at least) whose en re
premise is the People upholding What’s Right, and then it manifestly doesn’t.
And we’ve manifestly got an assemblage of non-overtly aware personnel
represen ng ‘the apostate system’ whose en re implied premise is doing the
same thing, and then it manifestly doesn’t.  And then we’ve got Myself, trained in
and upholding Divine Will and True Nature, only to find the whole thing just
figura vely r█lling along regardless.  That not only shouldn’t be able to happen,
it’s discredi ng to everyone par cipa ng in it and manifestly supremely
frustra ng for Me, not to m█n on the liability con nuing to manifestly compound
for it all.  With a manifest situa on like that there’d appear to be nothing more to
d█scuss, at least not with people Choosing it knowingly, willfully and avoidably.
So My a en on and interest in it has been manifestly dw█ndling along with My
literal pa ence for it.  There’s no ‘there’ there, it’s just manifestly everywhere.
That’s intolerable, and it manifestly makes a self-mockery and self-indictment of
everyone deliberately Choosing it.  Can’t respect a manifest posi on like that.

My manifest enthusiasm for wr█ ng these pieces, and for those Choosing it, has
therefore been dw█ndling right along with it.  There are other items needing My
a en on, par cularly as the manifest situa on becomes more desperate and
given that under the circumstances there’s li le or nothing I can do about it all
from here.  My emphasis therefore is primarily on a emp ng to counsel the
overtly-only public in how to get things sorted in the manifest interim, along with
presen ng evidence to corroborate what I’ve been on about.  And to some
extent, establishing figura ve ‘closure’ for certain ‘personal’ interests under the
manifest circumstances.
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On that primary item, we got a few things in the occupied ‘n█ws’ recently, here
and here for example, about Saudi Ar█bia opening a new l█quor store that’s
specifically for foreign dipl█mats, despite the place s ll being ‘dry’ for everyone
else.  Alright, not only is that a con nua on of the “[Cha█s] mode” pa ern, it’s
also pre y much the main pl█t of an ep of ‘Yes, Min█ster’, a series I’m not only
very familiar with but also one which I’ve lauded here as instruc onal material
before.  And as per the series’ usual formula, the [male] ostensible authority
figure gets ‘caught up’ in the results of his own moral lapses and compelled by the
consequences to abandon his a empted policy ref█rms, yielding to the
Establishment bureaucracy which is presented as a metaphor for a counter-Divine
Will basis.  ‘What does it mean here?’ would be the usual relevant qu█s on,
except that not only does it not appear to have any meaningful corr█la on as I’ve
been ac vely striving to avoid such lapses, in large part for that very reason, but
as with manifestly everything else the media content’s on a counter-Divine Will
basis and here, in a supposed “[Cha█s] mode” as well.  Therefore, all it’d appear
to be useful for is as corrobora ng evidence for ‘the normal people’ reading this.
There is I suppose one seemingly-relevant moment where Humphrey, at a foreign
rec█p on, is [dr█ssed] up in some rather [absurd]-looking regional [a █re], is
confr█nted about it by the Minister and is answered in reply that he’s doing it to
‘show them whose side’ he’s on.  The Minister posits back that, ‘I thought you
were supposed to be on our side!’  It was probably put there deliberately in all
likelihood, but then anything predicated on a counter-Divine Will basis is
inherently unreliable ab ini o and its relevance therefore func onally
‘coincidental’ even if not literally ‘coincidental’.  Therefore, I present it per Duty
for evidence purposes only.

I don’t suppose it would even ma er, logis cally at least, if I did do something less
than legi mate at this po█nt.  The apostate system ostensibly would use it to
ra onalize disregarding My Divine Will-aligned Authority and Choosing instead a
counter-Divine Will basis as I’d presumably have de-legi ma zed My basis and
posi on, but they appear to manifestly be doing precisely the same thing without
having that available as an alibi, so there’d be no substan ve ch█nge there.  For
the sake of clarity I’ve no interest in doing so; I’m quite aware that it wouldn’t
bring Me, nor any of us, anything we genuinely want.  Just plainly exposing the
manifest inherent farce there, is all.

https://web.archive.org/web/20240125085007/https://www.bbc.com/news/world-middle-east-68085190
https://web.archive.org/save/https://www.middleeasteye.net/news/saudi-arabia-set-open-first-liquor-store-serving-only-diplomats
https://ext.to/yes-minister-s1009/?s=3&e=4
https://ext.to/yes-minister-s1009/?s=3&e=4
https://ext.to/yes-minister-s1009/?s=3&e=4
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At any rate this segues us into recent media evidence evalua on, so I suppose we
ought to have a sec on reserved for that.

Media evidence

‘Mabel’

Occasionally I encounter media evidence that it doesn’t seem right or appropriate
to present, or at least not at a given juncture.  I’d been thinking about the
apparent manifest ‘char█de’ of the supposed ‘[k█tsune] versus [sp█ce]
con ngencies’, and how it looked like personnel were non-overtly apparently
organizing among each other for those efforts so it was a metaphorical ‘char█de’
in another sense too.  I think I’d started to wr█te on the topic, then considered
how ul mately irrelevant the topic actually was and edited it out.  But as part of
it, I’d free-associated to an ep of ‘M█d About You’ which had essen ally made it
the mainst█y of much of its premise.  At about the middle of the m█nth I’d re-
watched it as part of researching, because it’d seemed likely relevant to the whole
‘con ngencies’ scheme and the non-overt prepara on for it.  Before referencing it
here of course I needed to make sure it wouldn’t put off anything figura vely
‘untow█rd’.

And I found it non-overtly appropriate for a number of reasons, in that it got at
relevant stuff going on both professionally and personally.  Mostly through de
use of ‘invalida ng’ or ‘unofficial, informal’ ‘non-symbolism symbols’.  But I also
found it too likely concerning to present, for a few reasons.  For one thing, all the
counter-Divine Will declaratory symbolism.  For another, the personal
rel█ onship-relevant ‘friends plus’ content it addressed non-overtly; I couldn’t be
accep ng benefits like that proffered from a counter-Divine Will basis, that’d likely
be wrong or at least interpreted by others as such.  And at the me I’d been
reviewing it, there’d been some recent non-overtly implied concerns about My
doing ‘resistance’-oriented stuff including perhaps a emp ng vi█lence or
something indirectly by organizing it non-overtly (never mind that while they’re
s ll manifestly on a counter-Divine Will basis delega ng is pre y much out
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s ll manifestly on a counter-Divine Will basis delega ng is pre y much out

because the basis precludes trust and reliability, whatever else), and there
appeared to be a lot of non-overt content there likely to needlessly provoke
concerns.  So I figura vely put it away.

But it was s ll in My mental ‘buffer’, so recently when something else came up it
appeared to f█t the pa erns there too and I again free-associated to it.  As part of
evidence for a pa ern of manifest, professionally-relevant ac vi es that made it
professionally-relevant to present here as part of Duty to Divine Will.  The Choice
involved there was qualita vely dis nct even if the results were pre y much the
same: ‘accep ng benefits of personally-relevant non-overt messaging content
proffered from a counter-Divine Will basis’ is quite dis nct from ‘a professional
Duty per Divine Will to present professionally-relevant evidence’.

So here it is, and the ep’s publicly-accessible to anyone with a browser.  Let’s start
with the op█ner, which are always fun.  Jamie’s got her [f██t] [tr█pped] in a
[child]’s [t█y], like a sort of micro-context.  Paul’s just [w█tching] her str█ggle to
free herself while he contentedly [eats] [c█real], a [sp██n] in [one hand].  The
[sp██n]’s technically a counter-Divine Will symbol for reasons too off-col█r to get
into here.  He’s got the [b█wl] in the other, perhaps alluding to [tw█ hands]
‘inverted’ mode in My “House”’s symbolism format.  Usually context would be
necessary to establish that, and we get that later on in the ep through reitera on
and emphasis.  Eventually she gives up and asks him exasperatedly to ‘just h█lp’
her.  There’s a lot of concordance with the situa on there.  Professionally,
manifestly-former [Is█s] and the rest of them are manifestly caught in a counter-
Divine Will-predicated micro-context of meaninglessness.  As the [male] I’d be
represented by Paul, but of course as we’d established I can’t make their Choices
for them and it’s the Choice for a counter-Divine Will basis that’s manifestly
keeping them caught up in that [absurd] situa on.  Of course if we figura vely
‘fl█p’ the r█les here I’m manifestly caught up in the results of their Choices, and
they’re not ‘h█lping Me’ with that either in that they keep manifestly making
them on that [absurd] basis.  And it’s manifestly mutually-exclusive with both
Divine Will and with their own True Natures to do that, for however long, yet here
we manifestly s ll are.  Meanwhile, I’ve been striving to mentor a presumed
[minor], symbolized as a [child], and the basis of their manifestly counter-Divine
Will Choices is fundamentally incompa ble with My own, and indeed with
anything sincere, reliable, trustworthy or legi mate.  And keep the concept of
[food] in mind here, something proffered by the manifestly-former apostate

https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x8m8f9z
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[food] in mind here, something proffered by the manifestly-former apostate

system to accept and internalize, whether it’s a ‘g█ , benefit or considera on’
predicated on a counter-Divine Will basis, or a concept or ideology.  It’ll recur
prominently and importantly throughout the ep.

We come upon the concept of a [child] being fundamentally incompa ble with a
symbol for a counter-Divine Will basis, here represented by an [animal] symbol.
Just so.  Keep in mind that [child] can, depending on context, refer to a ‘non-
symbolism symbol’ via ‘recrea on, g█mes, ‘just k█dding!’, ‘just for funsies!’, etc.’
Which is typically the posi on that manifestly-former [Is█s] is used to adop ng, as
we’ve seen with [blue] etc..

Throughout the ep we also get a [food]-[animal]-[de█th] symbol that’s just ge ng
incrementally [heavier] and [heavier].  Just so, both personally and professionally.

There’s a similar non-overt concept presented with, “There’s a [p█wder]!”  An
[animal] plus a lapse of [integrity].  Divine Will and True Nature being the
Ul mate Truths, Choosing to obstr█ct that in preference for something else
necessarily is a manifest lapse of [integrity], even with “[Cha█s] mode”, ‘just
k█dding!’ etc..  Why isn’t [one-handed] etc. just the same?  Because it’s assumed
that personnel are Choosing Divine Will and True Nature even if the non-overt
content is absent, and this is illustrated through the nature of the Choices they
make, their inten ons for making them and of course the manner of resultants
which, just as we’ve been seeing geopoli cally, are inevitably so blatantly obvious.

We also get the whole ep being done in rather blatantly and empha cally-
declared “[Cha█s] mode”, just as pre y much every media item I’ve encountered
for the last tw█ years has manifestly been.  What are the ch█nces of that, right?

Eventually we get to the ‘char█de’ part of the ep.  Messaging’s conveyed through
[body l█nguage] rather than [sp██ch], which’d ordinarily mean that it’s more
‘true’ and ‘genuine’ than what mere w█rds express.  Except here we get the
added emphasis on [tw█ hands], which’d ‘invert’ the situa on: just as I’ve been
on about recently, it’s ‘even less than [wat█r]’, even less reliable and authen c
than non-overt messaging because it’s all predicated on a counter-Divine Will
basis.  That appears to be relevant both personally and professionally too.

We get to an overt ‘epiphany’ moment that I won’t ru█n here because it’s too
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We get to an overt ‘epiphany’ moment that I won’t ru█n here because it’s too

great.  Non-overtly though, the incompa bility is seemingly resolved by the fact
that it’s nobody’s True Nature to reject a Divine Will and True Nature-aligned
basis, and so everything presented on that premise isn’t actually representa ve of
anything.  Therefore, the implied argument goes, it’s not an ‘actual counter-Divine
Will basis declaratory mode’, it’s just instead ‘an a empt to convince You that
we’re Choosing counter-Divine Will etc.  And as such, we haven’t invalidated
ourselves professionally nor personally!’  Mm, except that ra onale of course
doesn’t actually hold up.  ‘We were just pulling that crime spree ir█nically!’
doesn’t suffice.  And we can see that, personally and professionally, by the
manifest absence of what should have been there instead: an organiza on ge ng
itself all sorted out and upholding Divine Will, rather than spontaneously
gen█ra ng various needless atroci es.  Personal rel█ onships where, alright,
even if the non-overt basis were meant to be ‘content-less and spurious’, the
overt basis was s ll very no ceably absent and non-overtly declaring or implying a
counter-Divine Will basis wouldn’t be right regardless.  So yeah, s ll manifestly
invalida ng on all counts there.

Which is presumably where [tw█ hands] gets into it: it would ‘invert’ the
otherwise-implied concept.  The genuine Choice for a counter-Divine Will basis,
and merely presen ng as though it were sincere, [food], are effec vely the same
thing.  A ‘crime spree’ where the par cipants ‘don’t actually mean it, they’re just
going through the mo ons!’ doesn’t indemnify anyone and certainly doesn’t
prevent manifest h█rm and liability.  However insincere it is, [f█re] s ll [b█rns].

The decision to defer “[feed]ing their guests” appears also to be ‘inverted’ here.
Paul and Jamie are so into their [g█me] that, symbolically at least, they keep
conceptually offering [food] long a er the guests have become disinterested and
even disgusted with it all.  “Fed up with it”, I suppose.

The ep’s penul mate sc█ne pre-closer seems to allude to the ‘delay’ I’d had to
put on presen ng the piece here.

Incidentally the ep does appear to have been partly-intended to non-overtly
organize the ‘con ngencies’ scheme.  The nature of the f█lm selected for the
‘char█des’, for instance.  And I no ced a rather uncommon symbol, “magpi█”, as
[k█tsune]-relevant.  They’re [bl█ck-and-wh█te] [b█rds] known, if perhaps
baselessly, for [ste█ling] anything that [sh█nes].  As [sh█ning] is one of the major
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baselessly, for [ste█ling] anything that [sh█nes].  As [sh█ning] is one of the major

proper es for which [the M██n] is known, that’d appear to also have made it an
[Is█s]-oriented symbol.  I’d encountered it elsewhere in relevant ‘con ngency’-
organizing media a few years later while the organiza on was s ll non-overtly
direc ng the same effort.  In that media, the [magpi█] was the seemingly-
inconsequen al [air]cra  that would [li ] your other veh█cles and deploy them in
posi on.  So that’s certainly interes ng; it appears we have a rather uncommon
‘index symbol’ with which we can do searches and look up other media non-
overtly organizing relevant stuff regarding their thing with Me.  The non-overt
signaling in-context appears to parse as ‘promote this cause or effort: to
determine whether our [k█tsune] [Hor█s] candidate is Choosing either Divine Will
or against it; [l█ght] or [d█rk]’.  And they manifestly took more than their me
with that as we’ve already no ced.

‘A Higher Authority’

I some mes encounter prophecies-via-media that I can’t do much with at the
me.  Partly due to a lack of context un l the manifest situa on actually aligns

with the non-overtly implied messaging, as non-overt stuff tends to be very
context-dependent.  But mostly because anymore I recognize that it’s coming
from people who are on a counter-Divine Will, counter-True Nature basis.  So not
only is that not inherently reliable, I re█lly shouldn’t be inves ng Myself into that
sort of thing even if it were.  Or rather, they shouldn’t; I per Divine Will quite
naturally have every reason to exp█ct to encounter legi mate stuff from a
legi mate basis instead.  Thus I can occasionally detect when enough overt and
non-overt content in a piece is going to be somehow relevant later on, something
between a figura ve ‘r█ng of truth’ and ‘when the ha█rs on the back of your neck
st█nd up’.  But it’s usually unparseable at the me; I have to just sort of file it for
later reference.

This for example, from [1982] and which I’d encountered something like a year,
year and a half ago our me.  It’s sort of a uniquely-premised sh█w, with a li le
[par█normal]+[science f█c on]+[suspense]+[myst█ry-solving].  This is the ‘last
assignment’ of some anthropomorphiza ons of at█mic elements, who get sent in
to address and res█lve situa ons when causality starts to bre█k down or gets
inv█ded by outside forces from other dimensions.  Very low-budget, so dial█gue

https://www.google.com/search?q=hostile+waters+antaeus+rising+year&sca_esv=a94a1990071d69cd&sxsrf=ACQVn0-zq7oix49_Yjqty1Gz_VTFKq2ahg%3A1706514045025&ei=fVa3ZbaGAcSt0PEP7Mq3sAU&ved=0ahUKEwj2uNSbjIKEAxXEFjQIHWzlDVYQ4dUDCBA&uact=5&oq=hostile+waters+antaeus+rising+year&gs_lp=Egxnd3Mtd2l6LXNlcnAiImhvc3RpbGUgd2F0ZXJzIGFudGFldXMgcmlzaW5nIHllYXJI8BpQmAtYmxlwAXgBkAEAmAGoAaAB4AqqAQQxMy4yuAEDyAEA-AEBwgIKEAAYRxjWBBiwA8ICChAhGAoYoAEYwwTCAgUQIRirAsICBBAhGArCAggQABiABBiiBMICCBAAGIkFGKIEwgIIECEYoAEYwwTiAwQYACBBiAYBkAYI&sclient=gws-wiz-serp
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pcP-k2cigYc
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inv█ded by outside forces from other dimensions.  Very low-budget, so dial█gue

and suspense-he█vy, but quite cre█ ve conceptually.  And the having the l█vely
and ic█nic Joanna Luml█y only adds value too.  Here, she appears to be
symbolically referencing [Is█s] while her more brute-forceful professional partner
seems to be a placeholder for [Osir█s].

This media evidence too is freely publicly-available in-browser.  Most convenient
for many readers.

I’d inferred from the symbolism throughout the series that it seems to be
preoccupied with Roman and Babylonian stuff.  The bit about [life] in the opening
sequence appears to allude to something the organiza on manifestly learned
from suppressing Chris anity and later Protestan sm: that it doesn’t pay to apply
a lot of brute force when people are actually Choosing in alignment with Divine
Will.  My God, can you imag█ne given that how much worse they’d manifestly be
if I weren’t?

There’s not a lot I can get into here without spo█ling the overt suspense of the
piece, which is much of what gives it its interest value and resul ng watchability.
Most of it should be rather self-evident to readers upon watching it, given that
they’re already familiar with the context involved from My presenta on of it here.
Par cularly the rather blatantly-emphasized ‘prophecy’.

There’s a [tr█p] involved, and [tr█cks] and [tr█ps] would seem to fall under the
category of [k█tsune].  We also get plenty of [tw█nning], which’d also
provisionally be [k█tsune]-relevant.

There’s a [t█mbourine] involved, which symbolically would likely need some
expl█ining.  As a [mus█cal instr█ment] that’d symbolically put it under the
auspices of [Aphrod█te], and thus in-context [Is█s] too.  The [r█ ling] bits are
apparently common-usage symbolic references to a [sn█ke], a counter-Divine Will
[Tiam█t] symbol.  With the lingo of My “House” however it gets even more
interes ng as a symbol: they’re out on the [periphery] of the conceptual [targ█t]
shape, and the whole thing is [one-handed], so if anything it would imply the
protocol of rejec ng a counter-Divine Will basis.  It would if it didn’t itself imply
that basis of course, and thus preclude one from actually illustra ng the Choice
for Divine Will which is the major prerequisite to actually being taken seriously
when trying to use the non-overt lingo of My “House”.  Here we eventually see
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when trying to use the non-overt lingo of My “House”.  Here we eventually see

the thing [dism█ntled] though, which is symbolically interes ng because the
result is a [wh█te] [d█sc] represen ng [the S█n] in the Babylonian symbol [B██l-
Had█d], removed from the [container] of its corresponding [M██n] symbol
represen ng [Is█s].  Sort of a ‘rejec on’, quasi-’divorce’ symbolism.

Its wielder too is interes ng, a [mus█cal] [vagr█nt] which seems to allude to
Myself for reasons both overt and non-.  His n█me is also [allit█rated] and he’s
got his [children], a lot of [d█lls] which are more [tw█n] symbolism, and which he
carries [█n his back].  That last would at least seem to be the symbolic opposite of
a [m█sk] symbol: ge ng at the concept of a state of affairs and a Choice for
rather than against Divine Will and True Nature.  Except of course that it’s a
ma er of interpreta on, as [cl█thes] are s ll [cl█thes] and thus s ll the [m█sk]
symbol.

We get plenty of ‘deja vu’ and recurring events in this, which is at first why I’d
recently free-associated to it again.

Throughout the series not a lot of detail has been given about the specific nature
of these ‘personified element agents’.  That starts to get addressed, however
obl█quely, in this series-closing ep.  Symbolically, all the ‘agents’ we’ve
encountered have had proper es of [f█re] which’d declare them as being
predicated on a counter-Divine Will basis.  And now we start hearing some rather
interes ng references to other, similar beings who instead ‘answer to a Higher
Authority’.  And they seem to be in conten on with and opp█si on to these
agents we’ve been watching throughout.  The dial█gue there gets par cularly
interes ng.

As does the [k█tsune]-associated nature of the [tr█p].  We find the piece placing
our main character agents into a situa on which very much alludes to the one
[Is█s] et. al are manifestly in, and present the correl█ on both metaphorically
and quite symbolically.  That in itself would make this piece worthwhile as
corrobora ng evidence.

I should usefully remind readers that in My “House”’s symbolic lingo, a [g█me]
represents an effort to invest in something trivial, spurious, irrelevant with respect
to Divine Will and True Nature and indeed anything genuine, valid and ul mately
‘re█l’.  It’s usually used as sort of a gentle, overtly value-adding means of ge ng
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‘re█l’.  It’s usually used as sort of a gentle, overtly value-adding means of ge ng

at the idea that for whatever reason, whether it’s innocent error or Willful
stubbornness, there’s a manifest Choice to invest in something which isn’t
func onal, worthwhile and Divine Will-consistent.  And it’s that Choice and its
manifest resultants which are personally and professionally relevant both in the
ep and in our current manifest situa on.  Once the Choice by others to reject
Divine Will has been made knowingly, willfully and avoidably of course there
appears to manifestly be nothing else to d█scuss.  The Choice for Divine Will and
True Nature is everything, and the vital prerequisite to everything worthwhile and
genuinely ‘re█l’.  Without that, there’s nothing.

There’s also another [b█x] involved in this media item too.  Symbolically it
appears to reference [P█ndora’s B█x], which I infer would be not only a counter-
Divine Will declaratory symbol via [the c█be of Sat█rn] and the number of [fac█s]
it has, but also due to what mythologically came out of it a reference to supposed
“[Cha█s] mode”.

With which we seem to get back to the concept that the founda onal premise,
both counter-Divine Will and specifically that variety of it presented as “[Cha█s]
mode”, effec vely invalidates or makes unreliable whatever other messaging is
presented by this or any other media piece.  As such, it’s only useful per Duty to
Divine Will as evidence.  We need to put aside what is being implied by it, and
look instead at what it presents as evidence due to what it does.  For example, it
appears to fairly clearly establish that the tel█paths and propheciers knew full
well their present predicament back in [1982] when the ep came out.  And then
manifestly did all this anyway, [magpi█], [f█xbl█ght], the whole lot of it.  That’s,
uhh, interes ng.  It doesn’t seem to recommend their manifest Choices and
priori za on much, but this we knew already.

And by presen ng it where I specifically would encounter it, we s ll manifestly
find them using ‘their’ tel█pathic and prophe c c█pabili es in the interim despite
My counsel and directly counter to My Will, not to m█n on encroaching against
My Divinely-conferred rights.  And from such a manifestly counter-Divine Will
basis and posi on, what else can they meaningfully s█y or imply?

‘The N█ws Quiz’, series one-th█rteen, ep fo█r

https://www.bbc.co.uk/sounds/play/m001vlnm
https://www.bbc.co.uk/sounds/play/m001vlnm
https://www.bbc.co.uk/sounds/play/m001vlnm
https://www.bbc.co.uk/sounds/play/m001vlnm
https://www.bbc.co.uk/sounds/play/m001vlnm
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The current series has been on for a few eps now, and I haven’t been presen ng it
again for a few reasons.  For starters the broadcast company has started pu ng
their content beh█nd a m█nth-long payw█ll delay, so I tend not to get the usual
no fica ons of new eps through the usual means.  No cing and star ng to catch
up on the series, I find that I’m not tr█cking it very well because the personnel are
so tediously s ll manifestly Choosing a counter-Divine Will basis that manifest
interest in pre y much any such thing has been dwindling away.  And then I’d
privately started to no ce in the first few episodes that in addi on to that, the
equivalent of a lot of unworthwhile non-overt burble while the situa on
con nues to manifestly be perpetuated regardless, this par cular sh█w had
become to take on more of a ‘hyperlib█ral rhetoric’ sl█nt, effec vely the
equivalent of an ideological commercial where the actual j█kes and hum█r were
frequently lacking or absent completely.  It’s sort of the thing where p█shing
agendas becomes not only a co-priority with literal hum█r, nor does it take
precedence over it, but eventually the investment in the actual hum█r as an alibi
just sort of lapses altogether.  More obvious with some panel guests than others,
but s ll.  I didn’t s█y anything to anyone about this, but the cumula ve effect was
pre y much becoming, ‘Why b█ther?’

And then this week they’d had a Br█ sh poli cian reference pre y much the
same exact thing publicly.  And the sh█w had used it as a figura ve spr█ngboard
for the en re ep, to lambast the poli cian and so on in what amounts effec vely
to what r█ppers refer to as ‘a diss tr█ck’, which is usually the equivalent of public
l█ve n█tes between personnel who are on a counter-Divine Will basis, presented
as verb█l abusiveness and so on.  Yeesh.

And while they’re doing this, they’re also promo ng a pa ern of ‘We’re not
actually l█  or right here, we’re unbiased.  We’re human, fundamentally.  That
ma ers more to us than poli cal affilia ons.  And see?  We’re sh█wing that.’
Which is about the exact opposite of the counter-Divine Will, counter-True
Nature basis they’re manifestly Choosing, so it’s pre y much invalidated by it.

Result: With all the emphasis on poli cal b█ck-and-f█rth, it comes off as an effort
to try to recontextualize away from and distract from the counter-Divine Will basis
which is fundamentally the problem here.  Addi onally, there appears to be the
implica on of, ‘Satori, we’ve no ced that You dislike something we’ve been doing,
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implica on of, ‘Satori, we’ve no ced that You dislike something we’ve been doing,

and whatever else it looks like we’re recognizing it and striving to do be er.  See
us striving to do be er?’  Except of course that while s ll manifestly on a counter-
Divine Will, counter-True Nature basis ‘all b█ts are off’ and the implied messaging
comes off as not merely inherently unreliable, but just more ‘pa █r’ being
presented while the various ‘business as usual’ atroci es keep ge ng
manufactured as ever.  ‘█h, h█ppy d█y.’

Also, we got another instance of [drag█nfl█].

‘Le  for [de█d] in [Mex█co]’

Yep, that’s a blatant reference to the penul mate sc█ne from ‘The G█me’ we’ve
reviewed here recently.  Pre y self-explan█tory in-context here.

This sec on regards a certain ‘personal’ acquaintance, and un l recently a
presumed [minor] I’ve been striving to mentor in Divine Will principles.  They
know who they are, and ir█nically that’s likely true in more than one sense.  I’ll
address them directly in this sec on for ‘ease of read’, while of course keeping
their literal ident out of it.

Right.  So.  I haven’t been eager to do this sec on.  The situa on with you is
essen ally the same as the manifest situa on with manifestly-former [Is█s].  It
looks from here all but undeniable that you’ve been manifestly Choosing, and
con nue to Choose, a counter-Divine Will, counter-True Nature basis knowingly,
willfully and avoidably.  And like her, you manifestly haven’t been ‘sh█wing up’
whether overtly, or non-, in your genuine c█pacity.

That’s manifestly been the Choice to preclude the value that per Divine Will and
True Nature is just supposed to be there, and indeed a given, and subs tute this.
A rel█ onal basis of inferior, untrustworthy and self-evidently lesser quality.

I did My ‘due diligence’, even tried to assess what reason you have if any for
manifestly Choosing a counter-Divine Will, counter-True Nature basis.  A empted
to assist you to Choose be er.  Got effec vely the same ‘rer█n’ implied
ra onaliza ons I’ve been ge ng from her.  And I think you know they’re bogus at
least as well as I do.
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One can’t feasibly mentor the unwilling, and what we’d appear to manifestly have
here is a Choice on your part, however impermanent, to reject a legi mate basis.
And however temporary it is, it’s too long.  While you’re manifestly on that basis
I’m going to have to put things between us in abeyance at best, depending on
what expl█na on and how credible and valid of one I get from you a erward.  I’ll
miss you, but then of course I already have been.  Overtly in your literal distance
and ‘finding somewhere else to be’ for the dura on, and non-overtly in that
you’ve manifestly been misrepresen ng yourself.  I get it, ‘sarc█sm’, and ‘tr█lling’,
but there’s that and then there’s figura vely ‘reto ed’.

All this and I’m s ll manifestly ge ng [f█xbl█ght], folks sab█taging personal and
professional rel█ onships with Me and for just as much valid reason or even less.

Incidentally, I’ve encountered that recent non-overtly implied pa ern from her to
the effect that, ‘It’s because You haven’t rejected him fully while on that basis
which gives us a l██ph█le to keep doing all this!’  I neither find it remotely
credible nor is it the reason I’m doing this.  Or rather, recognizing the nature of
the Choice you’ve been manifestly making here.

It’s disappoin ng how much this ‘personal’ situa on is essen ally the same thing
as the ‘professional’ one with her, and with just as li le valid reason and basis.

For the sake of clarity, I advise for the dura on against reading implica ons in
here as being intended toward or about you.  I find it rather unlikely that I’ll be
doing that in the circumstances.  If I mean something like that I’ll make it either
completely overt or at least overwhelmingly self-evident.

That’s about it for now I suppose.  As with her, while you’re s ll manifestly
Choosing a counter-Divine Will, counter-True Nature basis, or figura ve ‘f█ller’
which amounts to effec vely the same thing, there’s hardly anything to d█scuss
nor a trustworthy basis from which to do so.  More’s the pity.
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‘Current events’

Just a few late addi ons here, mostly even more ‘rer█ns’.

An organiza on-wide new ro█nd of implied, ‘We think you’re either Choosing
‘resistance’ stuff or a less than Divine Will and True Nature-aligned basis!’ which
at least manifestly-former [Is█s] knows would be untrue.  Credibility there: nil.
Concern about it on My part: nil.  From the La n ‘nihil’ for ‘nothing’ I suppose,
from which we get ‘nihilism’.  An apt summa on of the present manifest
situa on.

Also there’s manifestly been some new investment in sudden overt ‘an -[Ir█n]’
rhetoric geopoli cally.  And along with it, sudden ‘int█lligence’ against “UNWRA”,
‘The Un█ted Na ons Reli█f and W█rks Agency’ that’s been providing
humanitarian efforts in Gaza, accusing it of having had ‘terr█rists’ I.e ‘Hamas’ in it
regionally.  Effec vely it’s ge ng accused of being a cov█r for ‘Hamas’, which
ostensibly ‘expla█ns’ why it’s been so ‘against Israel all along’.  Just as ‘Israel’ has
recently accused the whole Un█ted Na ons of being against it, and typically
makes the same accusa on of anyone requiring it to have accountability for its
own ac vi es.  Of course if overt ‘Hamas’ as we’ve seen is almost certainly a
controlled opposi on for and by ‘Israel’, then what we’ve been seeing would likely
be intended to present as ‘Look, everybody!  Israel’s infiltrated and is subver ng
the humanitarian aid agency to get it shut down because it’s giving aid to the
same guys we want to ext█rpate!’  As in, ‘My gosh!  *sc█ry incidental mus█c*
The counter-Divine Will forces have go en the upper hand here!  What ever shall
we all do?’

In addi on to presen ng as yet another manifest investment into the same
implied non-overt farce regarding Myself, it looks like this could easily be part of a
long-planned, poss█bly imminent bogus ‘Thr██ D█ys of D█rkness’ sc█nario, very
likely involving overt literal b█llis cs from literal Ir█n to ‘Israel’, to Ir█n from
‘Israel’, or both.  Pretext for that ‘w█r with Ir█n’ they’ve been pre-narra ng for
years now.  Or, they could ‘cancel’ it.  Or ‘wh█ff’ it.  Or literally delay it.  Or indeed
ac vate the event sequence, then botch it accidentally-on-purpose or use it as a
means to ‘catch the insiders with the wrong loyal es out’.  Who even knows.
While they’re manifestly all on a counter-Divine Will, counter-True Nature basis
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While they’re manifestly all on a counter-Divine Will, counter-True Nature basis

it’s all wrong and effec vely completely arbitrary in the first place.  And even a
brief and thoroughly over-the-top exaggerated ‘awfulness and d█rkness!’ s nt
foll█wed by ‘Ah, that’s be er!  Now we’re all back to our authen c selves finally!’
wouldn’t be enough of a figura ve pal█te cle█nser to alleviate My rejec on of the
substan ve counter-Divine Will basis they’ve manifestly been on.

At any rate those interested to read more regarding the apparent overt s█tup
should find it over here.  I usually find that while the site’s geopoli cal analy cs
themselves tend to be great, a lot of the symbols are misinterpreted and there are
a lot of bogus pos█ ves.  Here however I’ve been no cing Myself a manifest
pa ern of investment in implemen ng what appear to be this sort of overt thing.
If they ac vate it, it’s probably unlikely that they’ll deploy even half the stuff
that’s there but then that’s what redundancy’s all about.  But they do seem to be
pu ng out the first m█ves for some of it, so I present it here per Duty and likely
relevance.

Non-overtly of course, it’d all be not “[Cha█s] mode” but more irrelevance for
reason of being even more investment into a counter-Divine Will, counter-True
Nature basis.  And non-overtly just as inherently non-credible or at least
unreliable as manifestly ever.

My concern level regarding the non-overt part of it: nil.

Given the manifest state of the place, there doesn’t seem to be a whole lot le  to
lose here other than Divine Will alignment, and nobody can t█ke that from you
non-consensually.

As such, I suspect My releases here will get a lot more infrequent.  It’s not like the
public are wan ng for compiled corrobora ng evidence by now.

- [J█nuary tw█nty-n█nth, tw█nty tw█nty-fo█r]

All media references presented completely and exclusively as evidence, not even any media references
presented for personal or ‘friends-plus’ relevance purposes, except where explicitly specified.

https://redefininggod.com/2024/01/globalist-agenda-watch-2024-01/
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Redistribute freely, keeping the text as-is.
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